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VERIZON
Verizon, the US telephone carrier relocated its Tokyo office to the
Pacific Century Place in Tokyo’s prestigious Marunouchi business
district.
Verizon occupies little less than one floor, the total floor area is
around 1200m2. A generous welcoming reception space against the
backdrop of the Tokyo skyline leads to the back-office with a variety
of collaboration spaces supporting different work situations. Free
address desks form the backbone of a new work-style concept.
Themed common areas divide the different departments and define
the identity of the space. Bright colors and natural materials,
complementary to the technical nature of Verizon’s business
transform the office into a warm and welcoming space maximizing
the quality for Verizon’s staff.
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Our Services:
- Interior Design Consultancy,
- Feasibility and Strategic
Space Studies,
- Project Management,
- Environment as Brand: Brand
Application to Interiors,
- Sustainability Advisers,
based on USGBC’s LEED
Accredation
- Architectural
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Address: Marunouchi,Tokyo
Floor area: 1,200 SQM
Project Designer: Shinobu Onishi,
Makiko Nishida
Project period: April 2013-November 2013

NBCUNIVERSAL ENTERTAINMENT JAPAN
NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan took the opportunity to rethink their office concept from the scratch
after moving out from a space with a fit out taken over from the previous tenant. Key theme was to
reestablish the connection to NBCUniversal’s business and to communicate it in an adequate manner.
Colors and subdued lighting are reminders of the atmosphere in a movie theatre. The lounge next to
the reception is the key hub of the office encouraging collaboration between staff and with outside
business partners. The entire office space is branded while maintaining a clean practicability for the
entertainment company on the forefront of the industry.

Address: Minato-ku, Tokyo
Floor area: 1,230 SQM
Project Designer: Ikuko Hoshi
Project period: April 2013-December 2013

